High blood pressure is linked to many health conditions and raises your risk for stroke, heart disease, and loss of eyesight. EHP is committed to helping you control your blood pressure.

**Johns Hopkins EHP members** have coverage for a blood pressure monitor as part of their benefits. To order a monitor, please give the following information to your provider:

**Provider Instructions:**
- **Contact:**
  Johns Hopkins Pharmaquip  
  Phone: 410-288-8150  
  Fax: 410-282-8455
- **Request CPT Code A4670 – Automatic Blood Pressure Monitor**

Monitors may be fulfilled by other DME providers, but EHP has negotiated preferable rates with Johns Hopkins Pharmaquip to reduce plan and member costs.

*If the standard model agreed to by EHP and JH Pharmaquip is not available, a similarly equipped model will be substituted. If your patient requires an upgraded model, additional charges may apply.*